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ABSTRACT

This research is a Research and Development adapted Sugiyono’s procedures which Potential and problem detection as well solution proposed, product design and development, experts’ validation and revision, targeted users’ responses, evaluation and revision, and final product and publication. This research is intended to develop Wayang as a medium for mastering speaking skills especially for assisting X-grade students in practicing storytelling as well as knowing the feasibility of the developed product and gaining targetted users’ responses toward the developed product. The research subjects were 20 students and 5 English teachers from various senior high schools in Blitar Regency. The results of the study revealed that; (1) The developed storytelling model consists of 5 stories, 20 wayang characters, and 15 properties, equipped with 2 guidebooks for teachers and students. (2) The product (Wayang) which was developed as a learning medium is valid (87%) to be applied in speaking instruction, especially storytelling and (3) Students and teachers also presented positive responses toward wayang as a learning medium in speaking especially storytelling in which showed from the results of the questionnaire got 83% (very positive) from the students and 92% (Very positive) from the teachers. From the results above, it can be concluded that the developed storytelling with wayang is very valid and feasible to be applied as an alternative medium in learning to speak, especially storytelling in class X of Senior high school.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Language is very important in our life, without mastering the language, it will be difficult for us to conduct communication with others, According to Sari & Lestari, (2019) Language is a pivotal means of communicating with other people in this world, without language we cannot interact in our society easily. Many people say that learning a language is an easy thing. However, learning a language is not only intended to be able to communicate with others, but also to understand the meaning contained in the words used (Hendra, 2012) so, learning a certain language might be challenging for some people. Therefore, in learning a language we must use such kind of media that is appropriate for learning it and approaches which suitable for them to acquire it such as a communicative approach in which there is a big chance for the students to practice speaking using the targeted language that they learned (Fadhilawati, 2015).

English is one of the languages learned by Indonesian students because it is an
international language that is helpful for the students to face the global situation. In the process of teaching and learning English in Indonesia, there are four pivotal skills that should be learned by students, they are; listening, speaking, reading, and writing (Wulandari & Fadhilawati, 2019). From those skills mentioned before, speaking is regarded become the most important skill that must be mastered because the target of learning English is communication (Zyoud, 2016). In line with that statement, Nazara, (2011) said that speaking is an essential skill because speaking is verbal communication to convey ideas that have been developed and arranged according to the listener. Furthermore, speaking is also the most common way of interfacing with others to exchange ideas, questions, and maybe information (Kristiani & Pradnyadewi, 2021). Moreover, Maylia et al., (2020) argue that speaking in English is not only seen as a tool of communication, but also builds components of English such as vocabulary, grammar, pronunciation, and fluency, in addition, fluency in verbal communication is considered more important than reading, listening, and writing. Therefore, we can say that speaking skills are considered as a measure of language acquisition. Furthermore, Speaking skills are no less important than other language skills because speaking skills are an active and productive aspect of language (Ismayanti et al., 2017). Therefore, everyone must master speaking skills to communicate verbally, discuss some matters, present the materials, etc (Darmuki & Hariyadi, 2019).

Despite how crucial it is to master speaking, many students in Indonesia struggle with speaking on a variety of levels. Students in Indonesia, typically struggle while speaking in front of an audience because they are self-conscious and uneasy (Maulana et al., 2022). Additionally, they are unconfident while answering questions from the teacher in front of the class. when they are expected to deliver anything, they become anxious and struggle to employ proper language and terminology (Riswandi, 2016). In learning speaking, there are many things must be considered one of them is idea that that will be conveyed so that the listener can understand what we are communicating with (Tantri, 2018). Furthermore, speaking by using foreign language is not easy for the students, because of semantic and grammar rules. In addition, speaking said to be difficult because it is also a multi-sensory activity, it involves eye contact, body language, facial mimics, pauses, tempo, and various voices that will affect the conversation. (Sari & Lestari, 2019). Besides, the difficulty in speaking English is caused by some factors such as, limited vocabulary, limited grammar skills so that it is difficult to speak with the correct rules, and lack of courage in speaking English.

Difficulty in learning speaking also occurs in MA Trisula Lodoyo on 12/20/2019, it was found that students had difficulty in speaking English. The factors which influence this are; 1) lack of instructional media, 2) teachers use conventional methods in learning, 3) listeners do not give a supportive response; 4) students are afraid and nervous about making mistakes in speaking English.

An interesting medium is needed to overcome the problem of speaking. According to Haslan, (2018) Media is a means of communication in the teaching and learning process that can affect the feelings, thoughts, concerns and willingness of students, so that it can encourage the learning process in students. One of the media which can be used to teach speaking is "wayang" or puppet. Haslan, (2018) argued that Puppets are imitations of people made of leather or wood carvings and so on which can be used to portray characters in traditional drama performances. Furthermore, Kresna,
(2012) said that Wayang is a Javanese cultural performance played by a puppeteer. Wayang is also understood as a description of human character and character as a picture of life. In addition, Yulsyofriend, (2018) added that wayang can be interpreted as an expression of the nation's culture and can be used as a medium for education, information, and entertainment.

There are several advantages in using wayang in learning media; 1) students are more expressive when telling stories, 2) The students will not bored, 3) students can understand the material easily, 4) they more preserve culture (Yulsyofriend, 2018). Moreover, The effectiveness of using wayang media has been proven by several researchers including (Rositasari, 2017) who stated that wayang can motivate teachers and students in the storytelling learning process. This is in line with Sandi, (2013) who stated by using the media “wayang” can improve the quality of the learning process and make students more active in improving speaking skills. Likewise Putri, (2016) reported that students are more interested in learning to speak using wayang media. Based on the benefits and effectiveness of wayang media as a learning medium for previous researchers, the researchers is interested in developing wayang as learning media for teaching speaking skills especially storytelling under the title "Developing Storytelling with “Wayang” based on East Java-Based Local Culture for Learning Speaking in High Schools". This research specifically focused on how is the model of product developed, the feasibility of wayang also the responds from the future users regarded the use of wayang in speaking instruction.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

According to (Sugiyono, 2016) there are several steps for developing learning media. Here, the researchers adopted Sugiyono's framework, there are six procedures for developing the products used by researchers. The research procedure described is in the following figure;
Figure 1: Research Framework of Developing Storytelling with "Wayang" Based on East Java Local Culture for Learning Speaking in Senior High School (adapted from Sugiyono 2016; 298)

1. **Potential Problem detection and Solution (Phase I)**
   In this study, the researchers conducted a field study as a preliminary study to find out the potential, problems, and solutions. In this phase will be explained about the population and the use of samples in data collection and data analysis. Data collection and data analysis were carried out by making observations to find out the facilities in schools, interviews with English teachers and several students, as well as documentation the form students’ speaking scores from December 20, 2019, to February 19, 2020, in several schools. In this research, the researchers must be able to reveal the objective truth using triangulation.

2. **Product Design and Development (Phase II)**
   At this stage, the researchers designed and developed "wayang" to improve speaking skills in Class X Senior High School / Madrasah Aliyah. The researchers used a design approach and learning development following the ADDIE model.

3. **Experts’ Validation and Revision (Phase III)**
   In this phase, before the researchers conducted product trials with students, the researchers validated the design to several experienced experts to find out the shortcomings that exist in the product and the researchers will improve the product according to the advice given by some experienced experts. The purpose of this validation is to find out where there are deficiencies in the product, and the researchers can improve the product to be made. The material experts were Mr. AF from Balitar Islamic University Blitar, Mrs. SW, S.Pd from Alam Al-Gifari High School, and Mr. P U from SMAN 4 Blitar. Furthermore, the validation media were Mrs. MRA and Mrs. SW from Universitas Islam Balitar, as well as Mrs. PF from MA Hassanudin.

4. **Targetted Users’ Responses Toward the developed Product (Phase IV)**
   After the researchers validated and revised the product, the researchers did teacher and students’ response and collected the data by using a questionnaire. According to Sugiyono (2016: 199), a questionnaire is a data collection technique by providing a set of questions or statements that will be answered by respondents. There are two types of questions or statements in the questionnaire, namely open questions and closed questions. In this study, researchers used closed-ended questions that expect respondents to provide answers to the available questions. The researchers used a closed questionnaire where there were 15 questions from 3 aspects consisting of: 1) Appearance, 2) Material, 3) Motivation and Benefits, which were addressed to five teachers and twenty students.

5. **Evaluation and Revision (Phase V)**
   After the researchers giving questionnaire to twenty teachers and five students in Blitar, the researchers revised and improved the product according to the suggestions given by several experts before mass production of learning media.

6. **Final Product and Publication (Phase VI)**
   After being evaluated by experts and revised by researchers, the product is ready to be published for tenth-grade students. At this stage, the products produced by researchers are "wayang" and guide books for teachers and students.
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3. RESEARCH RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Research Potential Problem Detection and Solution proposed

Analysis of data collection potential search and problem solving was carried out as the first step for researchers to determine student needs. Most students have difficulty in speaking skills because written and spoken vocabulary is different, there are no learning media to practice students' speaking skills. The researchers have a great opportunity to create "wayang" media to train students' speaking skills. In addition to train students' speaking, this media can increase self-confidence, and train students to learn to speak, especially English.

1. Product Design and Development

To find out the students' needs, the researchers conducted a needs analysis. The researchers gave interviews to students as input for product manufacture. The hypothetical model of this research is shown as follows:

Figure 2.1 Hypothetical Model and Product Specification

Where the media that will be produced by the researchers is "wayang" which includes 5
stories originating from East Java and is equipped with a guidebook so that students can practice speaking skills by retelling one of the stories.

2. Experts’ Validation

To determine the quality of the product, the researchers collected data using a questionnaire to several material experts, media experts, teachers and students in Blitar. The results of validation from several experienced experts, the researchers got a score of 80% which falls into the "Valid" category. In addition to product validation, the researchers also asked for a response regarding the feasibility of a product to several teachers and students from several schools in Blitar where the researchers got a response of 80% which fell into the "agree" category. The following was the assessment data for the “wayang” media from material experts.

![Figure 3.1 The Result of Material Experts validation.](image)

From the diagram above, it can be seen from the four aspects related to it. The first aspect is "content feasibility" with a percentage of 92%. The second aspect is "language eligibility" with a percentage of 92%. The third aspect of "contextual assessment" with a percentage of 89%. The fourth aspect of "presentation" with a percentage of 87%. From the table above it is known that the research data score of material experts in using learning media "wayang" obtained a score of 90% which indicates very valid.

Apart from meeting with material experts for the feasibility of the "wayang" media, the researchers also met with media experts to test the feasibility of the "wayang" media. The following is the assessment data for the "wayang" media from media experts.
From the diagram above, it can be seen from the eight aspects related to it. The first aspect is "wayang" size and supporting properties "with a percentage of 87%. The second aspect is "neatness "wayang" and supporting properties" with a percentage of 92%. The third aspect of the “wayang” material and its supporting properties with a percentage of 77%. The fourth aspect is "the color of the "wayang" and supporting characteristics" with a percentage of 87%. The fifth aspect of "Character in the story" with a percentage of 87%. The sixth aspect is the "Manual measure" with a percentage of 69%. The seventh aspect of "Design cover guide book" with a percentage of 90%. The eighth aspect is "Design manual content" with a percentage of 91%. From the diagram above, it is known that the research data score of media experts in using wayang learning media obtained a score of 84% which indicates very valid.

Table 1: The average result of the validator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validator</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material Experts</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>Very Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media Experts</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the results of the validation of all validators including material experts, media experts, can be concluded as in table 1. The percentage obtained from the average assessment is equal to 87% which states that the learning media "wayang" is Very Valid.

3. Teachers and Students response toward the use of "wayang" as media for learning and speaking

The researchers conducted the teacher's and students’ responses with the five teachers' and twenty students for the random senior high school in Blitar. To know the teachers’ responses toward the media and hold on Thursday 27 August 2020 until Friday 28 August 2020. The researchers gave the questionnaire directly and via google form (online). To know the student's responses toward the media and hold on Friday 28 August 2020 until Saturday 29 August 2020. The Following are the result as well as the criteria used to measure teachers’ and students’ responses to the "wayang" media.
Referring to the data above, which is presented in the diagram, it can be identified from three aspects related to it. That the first aspect of "appearance" produces a very satisfying response, this can be seen from the results of the four statements related to it. In the "display" aspect, the teacher's response got a percentage of 89%, while the student response got a percentage of 86%. In the second aspect of "material," the teacher's responses got a percentage of 91%, while the student response got a percentage of 81%. In the third aspect, "Motivation and Benefits", the teacher's responses got a percentage of 96%, while the students’ responses got a percentage of 84%.

Table 2: the average result of teachers’ response and students’ response

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validator</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teachers’</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>response</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students’</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>response</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the results of the validation of all validators including teachers' responses and students' responses can be concluded as in table 2. The percentage obtained from the average assessment is equal to 87% which states that the learning media "wayang" Very Good

4. The Result of Final Developed Product

Product improvements are based on input from media experts, material experts, students’ responses, teachers’ responses, and advisors about the use of storytelling with wayang for teaching and learning to speak. The final model design after the revision was as follows
From the final design above the product that the researchers made include:

1) 18 characters of wayang from 5 stories from East Java (The Legend of Coban Rondo, The Legend of Sarangan Lake, Reog Ponorogo, Aryo Blitar, and Lembusura)

2) 11 additional properties (jungle, waterfall, Bodyguard, house, egg, lake, king, kingdom, mountain, arrow, and gong)

3) 2 Guide books (guidebook for teacher and guidebook for students). Guidebook for teacher consist of: Cover, Preface, Table of contents, Core competencies and basic competencies, Example of RPP, Theory of Speaking, Theory of Storytelling, Theory of Narrative Text, Story, Activity, Map story, how to do storytelling, Map Story, Assessment Instructions, Rubric Scoring, and Appendix.

And guide book for students consists of Cover, Preface, Table of contents, Core competencies and basic competencies, Theory of Speaking, Theory of Storytelling, Theory of Narrative Text, Story, Map story, how to do storytelling, Map Story, and Appendix.

DISCUSSION

The wayang media hat was developed by the researchers was used to train and improve the speaking skills of class X students. In making learning media suitable for class X students, the researchers carried out several validation processes from media experts, material experts, and tested it on teachers and students in class X. There was a revision so that the developed media becomes more feasible and more perfect for use as learning media.

The validation results from the material experts show the percentage of 90% which
is categorized as "very valid" and suitable for use as a learning medium to improve students' speaking skills, 87% which shows the percentage of media expert validation results are also included in the "very valid" category and are worthy of being used as learning media to improve students' speaking skills.

After being declared feasible by media experts and material experts, the researchers met 5 teachers and 20 students randomly in Blitar district schools to ask for teachers' and students' responses about the effectiveness of wayang media as a learning medium to improve students' speaking skills. The result of the teacher response has an average of 92% which is categorized as "very good". This is also supported by the results of students' responses which have an average of 83% which is categorized as "very good". This means that teachers and students give positive responses to the use of wayang as a learning medium.

The researchers result are in line with Rositasari, (2017) who stated that wayang can motivate teachers and students in the storytelling learning process. Furthermore this is in line with (Sandi, 2013) by using the media "wayang" can improve the quality of the learning process and make students more active in improving speaking skills. Furthermore it is in vein with Putri, (2016) that revealed students are more interested in learning to speak using wayang media. Therefore, it is suggested for teachers and students to apply the product that has been made by the researchers as one of an alternative media in teaching and learning story telling.

4. CONCLUSION
Based on the result presented in the previous chapter it can be concluded that the model of the Developed product which consist of 5 stories (History of Coban Rondo, The Legend of Sarangan Lake, Reog Ponorogo, Aryo Blitar, and Lembu Sura) from east java and completed with 28 wayangs based on the character's involved in each story and supporting properties also completed with 2 guide book was valid and appropriates for teaching and learning speaking especially storytelling it proved by the result of validators media and material. Furthermore, the results of material experts were 84% in the very valid category, while the results of media experts were 90% in the very valid category. The teacher's response to the use of wayang media developed as a learning medium was 92% in the very valid category, while the student response to the use of wayang media developed as a learning medium was 83%, it fell into the "valid" category.

From the result above, it can be concluded that the developed storytelling with "wayang" was very valid and appropriate to be applied as an alternative media for teaching and learning speaking especially storytelling to the tenth-grade students in senior high school.

5. SUGGESTION
Based on the results of the research implementation process of developing "wayang" learning media to improve the ability of class X students. several suggestions are proposed for the following elements:
1) For teachers
   The use of wayang media can help teachers to assist the students in practicing retelling stories in speaking class.
2) For students
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Students can improve their speaking skills by retelling a legend story using wayang media at school.

3) For further researchers
   The results of this study can be used as an additional reference for similar research. Other researchers can develop wayang for acquiring other material such as descriptive text for describing the characters or the appearances of each wayang.
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